Presidential Executive Order 12,866 requires federal agencies to design "cost-effective" regulations and to assess "costs and benefits" of these regulations on the basis of "the best reasonably obtainable scientific, technical, economic, and other information." Benefit transfers are one economic approach used to estimate these benefits and costs, and the use of existing economic information to predict the effects of new policies is well established. However, advancing the practice of benefit transfers is crucial if economists are to play a role in developing federal policies. We review contributions to the benefit-transfer literature and present a unified conceptual framework to guide the design and evaluation of benefit-transfer guidelines.
INTRODUCTION
Economic analyses play a key role in the evaluation of policies promulgated by federal agencies in the United States. Presidential Executive Order 12,866 (1993) requires federal agencies to design "cost-effective" regulations and to assess "costs and benefits" of these regulations on the basis of "the best reasonably obtainable scientific, technical, economic, and other information." Benefit transfers are one economic approach used to estimate these benefits and costs. A benefit transfer occurs when an estimated value, based on original studies (study sites), is transferred to a new application (policy site).
Benefit transfers can be transfers through time or space; the key feature is that a studysite value(s) is used to estimate a value for a policy that is different from the original policy objective. Benefit transfers are typically employed when policy analysts are faced with time or monetary constraints that preclude the conduct of an original study. Benefit transfers are also used to develop liability payments for court cases.
There are two types of benefit transfers, value transfers and function transfers. A value transfer uses a single value from a study site or a mean from multiple study sites to provide a policy-site value estimate. A function transfer uses an estimated valuation function to compute a transfer estimate that is calibrated to policy-site conditions using the variables in the equation. A function transfer may be an estimated preference function from a single study site or a meta-analysis of results from multiple study sites.
The practice of conducting benefit transfers for changes in environmental quality came under considerable academic scrutiny in the early 1990s, and a special issue of Water Resources Research (1992, Vol. 28, No. 3) focused on this topic. Since then, benefit transfers have become standard practice to evaluate benefits and costs in federal regulatory impact analyses of environmental programs. For example, the Economic Report of the President (U. S. Executive Off. President 2009, table 3-1, p. 115 ) includes net benefits of federal policies to improve air quality. These estimates were obtained from regulatory impact analyses conducted by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) that relied on benefit-transfer procedures to develop some of the clean-air benefit estimates (e. g., EPA 2005, pp. 4-48, table 4-11) .
Although benefit transfers are now common practice, even a cursory review of the benefit-transfer literature displays a wide variety of implementation procedures, with no consensus on which procedure actually results in the lowest transfer error beyond two general principles:
Study sites and policy sites should be similar, and equation transfers are more accurate than value transfers.
These principles are related because equations can be used to predict welfare estimates that are calibrated to policy-site conditions, which is one approach to imposing similarity. No consensus exists on what actually constitutes similarity and what type of equation transfer might work best. This lack of consensus undermines the credibility of benefit transfers as an accepted economic tool for inferring the nonmarket benefits of public actions. In this article, we review selected contributions to the benefit-transfer literature and present a unified conceptual framework that formally addresses similarity, provides guidelines for equation transfers, and provides a basis for evaluating and comparing future contributions to the benefit-transfer literature.
BENEFIT TRANSFERS IN CONTEXT
Advancing the practice of benefit transfers is crucial if economists are to play a role in the development of major federal policies such as climate change and health care. The Economic Report of the President (2009, p. 126) states that "energy policy will continue to be one of the major challenges facing the United States for many years to come." Another major application will be analyses of alternatives for implementing the national health care reforms passed by Congress (http://www.whitehouse.gov/issues/health-care/, accessed January 27, 2010). Economic analyses that arise from these national policies can be accomplished only if some information is inferred from existing economic studies.
The practice of using existing economic information to predict the effects of new policies is well established. Transfers are often made to predict the benefits and costs of future policies, although the process is rarely termed benefit transfer outside of environmental economics. For example, Hines (1999, p. 167) notes that ". . . to quantify the economic costs of (taxes, regulations, externalities, monopolistic practices, etc.). . . it is standard practice-and has been since the 1960s-to use a small number of assumptions and selected elasticities to estimate areas of the relevant 'Harberger triangles. '" 1 In fact, the transfer of existing information to new applications is not unique to economics:
Engineers use steam tables to predict pressure and flow in power facilities, architects use weight-load tables to predict weight-holding capacity of floors and roofs, and the U.S. government publishes an actuarial table of the probability of death.
Each type of transfer avoids the need to conduct a potentially time-consuming and expensive study by using past results to predict future outcomes.
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Property appraisals are a specific example of transfers of monetary values. A typical appraisal uses sale prices of three nearby and similar properties to develop a calibrated appraisal value for the subject property on the basis of an appraiser's professional judgment of differences between sold properties and the appraised property (see http://www. appraisalinstitute.org/profession/appraiser.aspx, accessed October 21, 2009). Thus, a real estate appraisal is similar to a benefit transfer in that the three selected properties are "study sites" and the appraised property is the "policy site."
Some degree of error is unavoidable in any information transfer. Weather conditions can affect weight-holding capacities of roofs, and preexisting health conditions can affect the average probability of death. In real estate appraisals, an appraiser may not pick the best set of comparables, may not know constraints faced by sellers, or may not account for buyers with unique preferences. For example, Fisher et al. (1999) found an average error in U.S. commercial real estate appraisals between 1980 and 1998 of 11%, with 89% of the prediction errors falling between 0% and 25%. 1 Harberger triangles (Harberger 1964 (Harberger , 1971 ) are based on elasticities from Marshallian demand functions that are estimated using choices people make in markets.
For links to tables for steam, weight-load, and probability of death, see http://www. engineeringtoolbox.com/ saturated-steam-properties-d_101.html (accessed October 21, 2009) September 14, 2009) . Additional examples of data transfers include dose-response functions developed by physical scientists that have been used to identify changes in quality for original applications at study sites (Spash & Vatn 2006). Errors can also arise when one uses existing information, such as the Harberger triangles, to compute the welfare implications of policies. Hausman (1981) showed that for a single price change, which is similar to many benefit-transfer applications, it is possible to derive estimates of Hicksian consumer surplus and that the error associated with using Marshallian elasticities can be small for compensating variation (3.2%) and much larger for deadweight loss (32%). More recently, Chetty et al. (2009) showed that consumers react differently to different presentations of a tax, which can affect estimated price and income elasticities. This finding suggests that elasticities estimated in one policy context may involve error when transferred to another policy context with a different framing of the policy.
All these examples involve transfers of existing information to predict outcomes in new situations. Environmental benefit transfer is perhaps the most difficult type of information transfer. The difficulty is that the provision of environmental services almost always occurs outside formal markets. As a result, study-site analysts must define the units of measurement for quality (or quantity) and estimate a Marshallian virtual price or Hicksian willingness to pay. The way in which this is done varies from study to study. The benefit-transfer practitioner is left to develop a strategy for synthesizing existing information on Marshallian and Hicksian willingness to pay for potentially different proxy measures of environmental quality to predict welfare outcomes at a policy site. 3 To see the contrast between market and nonmarket benefit transfers, consider the Harberger triangle example. Harberger triangles rely on price and income elasticities to infer the welfare consequences of a new policy, whereas environmental benefit transfers typically use existing welfare estimates to infer the welfare consequences of a new policy. Harberger triangles are typically based on market data for private goods, whereas environmental benefit transfers rely on values estimated using nonmarket valuation methods for publicly provided goods. Although Harberger triangles have been used for more than four decades, there are still challenges when this approach is employed to evaluate public policies. Thus, it is not surprising that environmental benefit transfer, which has been in use for only approximately two decades, also faces challenges to the credibility of this approach to welfare evaluations of public policies.
A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
The scrutiny that the special issue of Water Resources Research (1992, Vol. 28, No. 3) brought to benefit transfers is not surprising; the library of nonmarket values was growing rapidly, and in response, the use of benefit transfers was expanding. President Reagan's 1981 Executive Order 12,291 (} 2b) stated that "regulatory action shall not be undertaken unless the potential benefits to society for the regulation outweigh the potential costs to society." This motivated analysts and decision makers to seek data on benefits and costs to support regulatory impact analyses.
This was a time when researchers were beginning to seriously ask how accurate studysite value estimates were. Cummings et al. (1986, p. 244 ) concluded that contingent valuation was accurate to AE50%. Smith & Kaoru (1990) asked whether travel-cost models were presenting value "signals or noise." Contingent valuation and travel cost were (and continue to be) the methods most frequently used to estimate study-site values. If there was error in the original study-site values, the rhetorical question is, How accurate could benefit transfers be that are based on data with measurement error? Although this question is still relevant today, the conduct of nonmarket valuation studies has improved substantially over the past 25 years (Champ et al. 2003 , Mä ler & Vincent 2003 . In this paper, we take study-site values as given (but not necessarily unbiased estimates) and focus on discussing benefit-transfer protocols and the accuracy of these protocols.
The Water Resources Research articles began to address benefit-transfer protocols and accuracy. Several of the articles presented examples of the state of the art in benefit transfers , Desvousges et al. 1992 , Loomis 1992 , Luken et al. 1992 ). Smith (1992) considered convergent validity of the benefit transfers presented in the Desvousges et al. and Luken et al. articles. McConnell (1992) began the conceptual framework for benefit function transfers through the use of travel-cost models. Walsh et al. (1992) presented a meta-analysis of recreation demand studies as another function transfer approach that uses the collective information from multiple studies. Atkinson et al. (1992) investigated Bayesian exchangeability in a hedonic model as a third approach.
The and Desvousges et al. (1992) articles set the foundation for benefit-transfer guidelines that were codified in the EPA's Guidelines for Preparing Economic Analyses (2000, pp. 86-87) . 4 These include describing the policy case; identifying existing, relevant studies; reviewing available studies for quality and applicability; basic commodities must be essentially equivalent, baseline and extent of change should be similar, and affected populations should be similar; transferring the benefit estimates; and addressing uncertainty.
The U.S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB) subsequently developed similar guidelines for benefit transfers. A notable difference between the EPA and OMB guidelines is that the OMB guidelines advocated that "you should transfer the entire demand function (referred to as benefit function transfer) rather than adopting a single point estimate (referred to as benefit point transfer)" (U. S. OMB 2003, p. 25) .
Although the primary use of benefit transfers in the United States has been to assess benefits and costs as components of federal regulatory impact analyses, another use has been to develop liability payments for court cases. This latter use of benefit transfers requires adherence to the Daubert standard (http://www. daubertexpert.com/ basics_daubert-v-merrell-dow.html 
FORMALIZING BENEFIT TRANSFERS
Benefit transfers, like any economic policy analysis, seek to measure the economic consequences of a policy action. The analysis starts with a conceptual definition of the value to be estimated. Suppose that the policy-relevant dimension is a change in environmental quality (q j ) and willingness to pay might be defined as
where V is the indirect utility function for individual i, P is a vector of market prices, q j is the dimension of environmental quality that is changing (q j 00 > q j 0 ), x is a vector of other quality attributes, I is income, WTP i,j is willingness to pay for the increase in q j , and d i is demographic characteristics of individual i. Let us assume that q j is a change in coastal water quality due to the presence of a harmful algal bloom (HAB) (http://www.cdc.gov/ hab/, accessed February 15, 2010). HABs can negatively affect the desirability of coastal waters for a variety of activities, and nonmarket valuation methods can be used to estimate the benefits of avoiding exposure to a HAB. Common estimation methods include revealed-preference approaches such as travel-cost models (Herriges & Kling 1999 , Parsons 2003 , hedonic models (Taylor 2003 , Baranzini et al. 2008 , and stated-preference approaches such as contingent valuation (Bateman et al. 2002 , Boyle 2003 and choice modeling (Bennett & Blamey 2001 , Holmes & Adamowicz 2003 .
The different nonmarket valuation approaches present a number of challenges to the application of benefit transfers. Revealed-preference methods typically estimate Marshallian virtual prices, whereas stated-preference methods are capable of estimating Marshallian and Hicksian values. Travel-cost models are capable of estimating nonmarginal changes in consumer surplus, whereas most hedonic models estimate marginal prices. Revealedpreference methods are most frequently used to estimate use values, whereas statedpreference methods are used commonly to measure both use and nonuse values. Thus, the benefit-transfer analyst must sort through the relevance and appropriateness of the welfare measures represented in the available studies.
In the case of a HAB, which can occur anywhere along the Atlantic Coast, Gulf of Mexico, or Pacific Coast in the United States, a key challenge in benefit transfer is making sense of the available economic information in a coherent manner (http:// tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/hab/, accessed February 15, 2010). There may have been travel-cost, hedonic, and choice-modeling studies done at three different locations, all of which are different from the new policy site, and the analyst must decide how to best utilize this information in the benefit transfer. A travel-cost study may provide Marshallian use values, a hedonic study may provide a Marshallian implicit price, and a choice-modeling study may provide a Hicksian measure of total value that includes use and nonuse values. Thus, just as in an original study in which a definition of the value to be estimated, such as Equation 1, is needed to guide data collection and analysis, a similar framework is needed for benefit transfers to select studies (data) and to compute benefit transfers.
Estimated willingness to pay (WTP) in any benefit transfer may depend on the demographic characteristics of consumers (d j ), the levels of other site characteristics (X j ), a vector of econometric parameter estimates (b j ), and quality:
where the observed relationships have been estimated from study site(s) j on the basis of Equation 1. Equation 2 provides the first insight into similarity between study sites and policy sites. Similarity includes characteristics of affected individuals (d i ), site and other location characteristics (q j and X j ), and preferences of affected individuals (b j ). Benefit transfers use the relationship in Equation 2 to predict the benefits from a change in q that is calibrated to policy site k's conditions. This is typically done through value transfers or equation transfers.
Value Transfers
Value transfers apply a single statistic (usually an average from one or more study sites) to the policy site. For example, in the case of a single study site, aggregate benefits for a comparable change in q at the policy site is predicted by
M and N are the number of people at the policy site and the study sites, respectively. An alternative, and more common, value transfer is to average the means from K study sites, and the benefit-transfer estimate is
where MWTP s is mean willingness to pay from study site s and K is the number of studies. The EPA used this approach to estimate the annualized benefit of reduced mortality due to limits on particulate matter imposed by the Clean Air Act (EPA 1999). This approach to benefit estimation is appealing for its simplicity, but value transfers do not account for any differences between the study sites and the policy site. If MWTP is increasing in income, for example, and if income distributions differ between the two sites, one will need to adjust for this difference to develop an accurate benefit measure. Making adjustments to calibrate transfer predictions to policy-site conditions is the focus of benefit function transfers.
Function Transfers
Function transfers use an econometric model such as Equation 2 to predict a calibrated value for a new policy as a function of variables describing characteristics of the policy site and people at the policy site. In this case, aggregate benefits for a quality change at site k could be approximated by
This was the approach the U.S. Department of Agriculture used to predict the water quality and wildlife habitat benefits associated with "environmentally friendly" farming practices subsidized by the Conservation Reserve Program (USDA 2005). There are a variety of function transfers, and the more common types are described in the following section.
A DIVERSITY OF FUNCTION TRANSFER METHODS
A recent special issue of Ecological Economics focused on benefit-transfer methods (Wilson & Hoehn 2006) . This was accompanied by edited books by Rolfe & Bennett (2006) and Navrud & Ready (2007) . Together, these assemblages of studies present perspectives on the current state of the art in benefit transfer. The current literature focuses on function transfers to develop calibrated value predictions for policy sites. Most function transfers fit within one of two broad categories: reduced-form meta-analysis or structural transfers of preference functions.
Reduced-Form Meta-Analysis
This approach provides an informative way to summarize results across a large number of distinct study sites that investigate a common policy value. A group of studies can collectively cover variation in site and population characteristics, which is not possible in a single study.
The meta-analysis approach begins by regressing study-site value estimates on a set of variables describing the data (site and population characteristics) and methods used to estimate values. For example, a linear version of the equation could be
where d j is the demographic characteristics of consumers at site j, Dq j is the size of the quality change that was valued, DX j contains other relevant site characteristics, and A j is a set of variables describing study-design features that may help explain variation in value estimates (e.g., data collection procedures and valuation methods). Plugging policy-site values for d k , q k , and X k into Equation 3 provides a calibrated prediction about willingness to pay at policy site k. A meta-analysis by Mrozek & Taylor (2002) was the basis of the EPA benefit transfer of values for air quality improvements reported in the Economic Report of the President (U.S. Executive Off. President 2009).
Researchers and government agencies have used meta-analyses to conduct benefit transfers, but the validity of this approach is relatively unexplored (Rosenberger & Loomis 2000 , Shrestha & Loomis 2001 , Smith & Pattanayak 2002 , Johnston et al. 2005 ). Lindhjem & Navrud (2008, p. 425 ) "question whether the use of meta-analysis for practical benefit transfer achieves reliability gains." However, their conclusion is based on the results from a benefit transfer across different countries. Other investigators have reported that subnational transfers tend to be more accurate (Loomis 1992 , Vandenberg et al. 2001 .
The error in benefit-transfer predictions from meta-analysis equations depends on the bias in the estimates of the b vector and the spurious error associated with omitted variables that may be unique to the policy site. Nelson & Kennedy (2009) highlight five potentially important issues that can lead to biases: (a) sample selection, (b) data summary, (c) data heterogeneity, (d) heteroskedasticity, and (e) dependency. Some, but not all, of these issues have been addressed in the context of benefit transfer.
A unique feature of the meta-analysis approach is the ability to address some potential sources of bias and error explicitly. The results from past valuation studies may reflect systematic decisions about what questions to research and what methodologies to use. Controlling for these investigator decisions through the A j term in Equation 3, one can measure their influence on past value estimates and choose the set of study-design conditions to be imposed on the benefit-transfer estimate. Rosenberger & Johnston (2009, p. 424) conclude that "meta-analysis offers . . . an ability to correct for selection effects that is not available in other mechanisms for benefits transfer." However, Stapler & Johnston (2009, p. 244) conclude that "methodological covariates within benefit transfer is neither the source of the substantial errors sometimes intimated by the literature, nor can it be ignored as trivial in all cases."
Finally, Smith & Pattanayak (2002, p. 274) note that "[m]eta-analyses summarizing non-market valuation studies have often not met the goal of measuring 'identical' concepts." Even if numerous studies exist to conduct a meta-analysis, the results can be misleading if the objects being valued are dissimilar. For example, hedonic and travel-cost models produce Marshallian measures of value, whereas contingent-valuation and random-utility models produce Hicksian measures of value. One approach to this problem is to be judicious in the studies selected for the meta-analysis. Another solution is to adopt a structural approach to benefit transfer that uses a specification for the preference function to make consistent adjustments between different concepts of value.
Structural Preference Functions and Preference Calibrations
Two types of function transfers are capable of ensuring that the benefit-transfer process is theoretically consistent: preference transfers and preference calibration. Both approaches seek to estimate structural preference parameters for consumers at one or more study sites and then transfer information from the corresponding demand or utility function(s) to the policy site. The difference between the two methods is that preference transfer uses the results from a previous study to transfer a utility (or demand) function to the policy site (Parsons & Kealy 1994 , Zanderson et al. 2007 ), whereas preference calibration uses previous estimates of nonmarket values to calibrate the parameters of a utility function posited by the analyst (Smith et al. 2000) . In either case, the resulting utility parameters can be combined with information on site quality and income and other consumer demographics to compute the transfer value calibrated to policy-site conditions.
Preference function transfers.
This approach begins by specifying a parametric form of the utility function at the study site. It is common to use an indirect utility function that is linear in parameters. In this case, individual i's utility from choice j at the study site can be expressed as
where e ij $ type I extreme value, y is income, and p is the cost of consuming choice j. The preference parameters may be a function of consumer demographics and/or a random error,
Estimates of the preference parameters for this random-utility model can be combined with data on the characteristics of the policy site and demographics to predict a calibrated willingness to pay for a change in q. An advantage of this approach is that many objects of valuation are multiattribute goods or services and that Equation 4 allows marginal values to be estimated for these component attributes. The valuation methods best able to support preference function transfers are choice modeling, site-choice travelcost models (RUMs), and structural hedonic models in which the estimated preference functions include study-site and demographic characteristics.
Preference function transfers provide theoretically consistent welfare measures for the policy site. Yet, theoretical consistency comes at a cost. The preference function that is transferred is based on the results of a single study site rather than all the relevant research that has been done. Useful information from other study sites may be excluded. Smith and coauthors (2000, 2006; Smith & Pattanayak 2002 ) addressed the multiple-study limitation to structural benefit transfers by proposing an approach to calibrating the preference function that would use all congruent and available information to estimate a common economic value. Their proposal for preference calibration is the structural equivalent to meta-analysis.
Preference calibration transfers.
The process of preference calibration begins by choosing a parametric specification for the preference function, U(q,X,d; a). Then the analyst derives the relationship between the parameters of that function from benefit measures reported by previous studies. For example, suppose that one study estimated the Marshallian consumer surplus (MCS j ) for a change in q at study site j and another study estimated the compensating variation (CV k ) for a different change in q at study site k. Both welfare measures can be expressed in terms of the underlying arguments of utility,
where a 1 [ a 2 ¼ a. Parametric versions of the two equations in Equation 5 serve as moment conditions for generalized method of moments estimation of the parameter vector a, using data on
Intuitively, a is chosen to calibrate the preference function to approximately reproduce the estimates reported by the two previous studies. Finally, the calibrated preference function can be used to predict the welfare implications of a quality change at the policy site:
where CV ps is the estimated compensating variation for the policy site. Unlike the reduced-form approach to meta-analysis, preference calibration guarantees that the transfer process is consistent with economic theory. Preference calibration ensures that the model will not make predictions for benefit measures at the policy site that exceed income, for example. This approach also forces the analyst to be explicit in the assumptions that they make about how to specify the utility function, which original studies to select, and how to translate the information from different studies into common units of measurement. Preference calibration is subject to the same data limitations that exist for reduced-form meta-analyses.
A Unified Conceptual Framework for Benefit Function Transfers
The choice among function transfer methods has yet to be carefully studied. There is no consensus on which type of function transfer provides the most accurate predictions. However, a common set of assumptions is required of all function transfers to ensure that the transfer process will yield a consistent measure of value at the policy site. Boyle et al. (2009) illustrate this using a unified conceptual framework for the initial estimation of benefits and the subsequent transfer of values. They demonstrate that four S conditions are necessary to guarantee that benefit estimates at the policy site will be econometrically consistent: (a) separability (utility must be separable in unobserved characteristics at the study and policy sites), (b) specification (the study-site and policy-site models must be specified correctly), (c) sorting (people must not be sorted between the study and policy sites according to unobserved features of their preferences), and (d) selection (data on the characteristics of consumers and their choices must be free of selection problems). These four assumptions are necessary for the consistency of all benefit transfers and are sufficient to establish the consistency of preference function transfers.
First, the separability assumption implies that it is possible to explain the values that consumers assign to the amenity of interest in terms of the observable features of the data. This assumption is routinely invoked in random-utility models for computational convenience. For example, in Equation 4, the time-constant unobserved variables, represented by e ij , cancel out of individual measures of compensating variation. Although there is no simple test for separability in variables that are unobserved, intuition may provide some guidance. For instance, it is likely problematic to assume separability in situations in which a consumer's valuation of the relevant amenity depends on her fitness or the fitness of her family members or other metrics of health that are difficult to observe outside of specialized surveys.
Regarding the second assumption of specification, Nelson & Kennedy (2009, p. 372 ) concluded that numerous studies in environmental and natural resource economics have abused the meta-analysis methodology by failing to adequately deal with specification issues (see also Stanley 2001). When we move from meta-analysis to preference functions that have been estimated or calibrated, there is less precedent for developing specification tests. One possibility is to exploit unexpected shocks. If one can observe consumer behavior before and after a shock to the market, there may be an opportunity to judge the out-ofsample performance of competing specifications for the preference function (Provencher & Bishop 2004) . Even without such data, Banzhaf & Smith (2007) and Kuminoff (2009) demonstrated that it may be possible to assess the sensitivity of value estimates to subjective modeling decisions.
Third, the no-sorting assumption is made to rule out any systematic variation in unobserved preferences between the study-site populations and the policy-site population. Put differently, any systematic variation in preferences between the two populations is assumed to be fully explained by differences in their observable demographic characteristics. This is most likely to be true for transfers based on unexpected events, such as the discovery of a cancer cluster, in which people did not have a prior opportunity to sort themselves according to their preferences over risk (Davis 2004) . The assumption is more problematic for transfers between the site of an unexpected event and a site with long-term contamination, such as a Superfund site, for which people have knowledge of the quality change and had considerable time to move.
When considering the scope for sorting, one should keep in mind that sorting is simply a metaphor for the way that market forces partition consumers across the landscape; the process need not be premeditated or explicit. If preferences for spatially delineated amenities are a function of past experience with those amenities, for example, then sorting may arise, even if mobility is limited or nonexistent. Unfortunately, there is no simple test for the presence of sorting. That participants in the annual American Housing Survey consistently choose looks and design of neighborhood as top factors influencing where they choose to live suggests that sorting does occur. Yet, there is very little evidence on the spatial and temporal scales over which sorting occurs in response to specific amenities (Rhode & Strumpf 2003 , Banzhaf & Walsh 2008 .
The final assumption, selection, is that data are available on the relevant demographic characteristics of the policy-site population. This is important because we often expect willingness to pay for environmental quality to depend on income and perhaps other variables. Without direct data on the policy-site population, one approach would be to use the Census of Population and Housing to predict the population's demographic characteristics. Yet, this approach raises the possibility of site-selection bias. The people who choose to visit beaches and parks, for example, may have demographic characteristics that differ from those of the average household living in the area. We are unaware of any existing strategies to detect and correct for this problem.
CONVERGENT VALIDITY OF BENEFIT TRANSFERS
Research on the validity of benefit transfers has focused largely on convergent validity, which is a special type of what Carmines & Zeller (1979) call criterion-related validity. Convergent validity asks whether parallel studies, one conducted at the study site and one conducted at the policy site, provide statistically similar estimates of value, or if study-site data can be used to predict a calibrated policy-site value; the policy-site estimate is the validity criterion. A benefit transfer is deemed valid in this context if one fails to reject the null hypothesis of no difference between the policy-site value estimate and the predicted value obtained by calibrating the study-site estimate(s) to policy-site conditions.
Unfortunately, the literature has not adopted a consistent approach to evaluating the validity of benefit transfers. Studies of convergent validity have tested for differences between mean values, tested for differences between individual parameters in value functions, tested for differences in entire vectors of parameters in value functions, measured transfer prediction error, but not in a consistent manner, and made other statistical and qualitative comparisons.
In addition, the validity studies have not consistently addressed similarity between study sites and policy sites in terms of site and population characteristics.
Four papers demonstrate different approaches that have been implemented to investigate the validity of benefit transfer ( Table 1) .
5 All these studies are benefit transfers for which a stated-preference method was used to estimate study-site values. Downing & Ozuna (1996) investigated the transfer of values for eight saltwater fishing sites in Texas, with observations from three different years at each site. They rejected the null hypothesis of no difference in the parameter estimates from benefit functions between 41% and 63% of the time over four sets of comparisons. From these results they conclude that "benefit functions transfer. . .is unreliable" (Downing & Ozuna 1996, p. 322) . The authors also observe that confidence intervals on welfare estimates did not overlap in more than 90% of the 16 comparisons conducted. The results of this study are somewhat surprising because it is actually a test of temporal reliability (values for the same site for three consecutive years). Other authors have shown that contingent-valuation estimates, the valuation method used by Downing & Ozuna, are reliable (Loomis 1989 , Teisl et al. 1995 , Carson et al. 1997 , Whitehead & Hoban 1999 . Kirchhoff et al. (1997) investigated transfers between two natural area sites in Arizona and two white-water boating sites on the Rio Grande River in New Mexico. Their transfers were over different sites and different populations of people. They rejected the null hypothesis of equality of benefit function parameters for the Arizona comparison and the New Mexico comparison. They were not able to reject the null hypothesis of no difference in welfare estimates. The authors conclude that "empirical results indicate that benefit function transfer is more robust than transfer of average site benefits. Our results suggest that the circumstances under which benefit function transfer provides valid, policy-relevant information may be limited and that errors from applying benefit transfer can be quite large, even across seemingly similar amenities" (Kirchhoff et al. 1997, p. 75) . Brouwer & Spaninks (1999) investigated transfers between two different areas of wildlife management on agricultural peat meadows in the Netherlands. They conducted transfers for which only the populations varied and transfers for which both the populations and sites varied. They rejected the equality of benefit function parameters in three of the four tests and rejected the null hypothesis in one of the two comparisons of mean values. The authors conclude that "in the case of statistically valid benefits transfer, the function approach results in a more robust benefit transfer than the unit value approach" (Brouwer & Spaninks 1999, p. 95) .
Finally, Morrison et al. (2002) investigated the transfer of values from two study sites to one policy site for wetland values in Australia. Their transfers were for different populations for the same site and the same population for different sites. They could not reject the null hypothesis of no difference in the implicit prices for wetland attributes in five of the eight comparisons. They rejected the null hypothesis of equality of benefit function parameters for two comparisons. The authors conclude that "transfers across sites showed greater evidence of convergent validity than across population transfers" (Morrison et al. 2002, p. 170) . Key elements of the Morrison et al. study are that choice modeling was used to estimate values at the original study sites and that the estimated implicit prices for site characteristics facilitated the calibration of transfer estimates to policy-site characteristics. 
Choice modeling (attributebased valuation)
Percent errors were not reported by Downing & Ozuna (1996) or Morrison et al. (2002) . Percent errors are computed as [(study-site valuepolicy-site value)/policy-site value] Â 100.
b Kirchhoff et al. (1997) computed prediction errors as [(study site #1 value -study site #2 value)/study site #2 value] Â 100 and then flipped the order and computed [(study site #2 value -study site #1 value)/study site #1 value] Â 100. Only data from the first set of error calculations are reported here.
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Three insights can be drawn from these studies:
1. Different tests of convergent validity result in different conclusions regarding the validity of benefit transfers. There is a need for discussion of which tests are most appropriate. 2. Function transfers, because of their ability to customize predictions to policy-site conditions, tend to have lower transfer errors. 3. More research is needed before we can draw broad conclusions about the precise conditions under which benefit function transfer errors will be minimized.
Transfer errors from these four papers are reported in Table 1 and range from 2% to 87%. If the Downing & Ozuna (1996) transfer errors are removed because of the inconsistency of Downing & Ozuna's findings with the findings from studies of temporal reliability, average transfer errors range from 32% to 39% ($35%). In contrast to the studies reported in Table 1 , Parsons & Kealy (1994) conducted a convergent-validity study of benefit transfers using a revealed-preference method, a random-utility travel-cost model. They observed an average error of 21% (n ¼ 11) with a range from 1% to 75%. More recently, Zanderson et al. (2007) , in another travel-cost transfer, observed an average transfer error of approximately 53% (n ¼ 53) with a range from 1% to 229%, using the authors' preferred transfer function. The midpoint of the Parsons & Kealy and Zanderson et al. means is 37%, approximately the same as the 35% midpoint of the latter three studies in Table 1 . The Parsons & Kealy range of errors is similar to that of the latter three studies in Table 1 (2-87% versus 1-75%), but this is not the case for the Zanderson et al. study (2-87% versus 1-299%).
Two recent convergent-validity studies of benefit transfers report transfer errors from choice-modeling data that allow for value predictions calibrated to policy-site conditions. Colombo et al. (2007) report an average transfer error of 66% (n ¼ 27) with a range from 11% to 366% (the authors preferred preference function). Johnston (2007) estimates an average error of 37% (n ¼ 24) with a range from 7% to 101%. Thus, Johnston's study confirms a transfer error of approximately 35%, similar to the latter three studies in Table 1 . However, the Colombo et al. study indicates that the average error may be twice as large (66/35 ¼ 1.9) and that the maximum error may be four times as large (366/87 ¼ 4.2).
The rhetorical question is how accurate benefit-transfer errors are compared with other estimation errors. Six of the eight studies just discussed used stated-preference methods to estimate study-site values. Murphy et al. (2005) report a median error in original study-site values of 35% when stated-preference methods were used, and the error may be as large as 2,500% (n ¼ 87). The error in commercial real estate appraisals cited earlier is 11%, but this level of accuracy may be unrealistic for benefit transfers for which there are not a lot of repeat studies of similar populations and resources.
If we assume that study-site values are estimated consistently, the weight of evidence from the cited studies suggests that benefit transfers may have an average error of approximately 35%, with exceptions indicating that the error may be even higher. Two clarifications are important for interpreting the reported errors. First, the errors reported are absolute errors, and benefit transfers may result in overestimates or underestimates. Second, our discussion takes transfer errors at face value and does not explore the quality of the original study-site values or the quality of the transfer. Controlling for study quality, which is not easy, may reduce the transfer errors.
With an average transfer error rate of 35% or greater, there is clearly room for improvement in the conduct of benefit transfers. At least three issues must be addressed in future convergent-validity studies of benefit transfers. First, studies of convergent validity must explain how they address the EPA and OMB guidelines for implementing benefit transfers. If these guidelines are not followed in validity research, a schism that limits the applicability of research results arises between research and practice. In particular, a key topic in the benefit-transfer guidelines is establishing similarity between study sites and policy sites in terms of the affected populations whose values are elicited, the physical conditions of the object being valued, the institutional settings, the availability of substitutes, and other site-specific characteristics.
Similarity was implicitly addressed in a number of the studies discussed above, but not in a systematic or rigorous manner. Downing & Ozuna (1996) compared the same sites at different points in time, but site and user characteristics could have changed through time. Kirchhoff et al. (1997) compared two different sites on the same river. Morrison et al. (2002) compared the same wetlands with different affected populations and the same affected populations with different wetlands. Parsons & Kealy (1994) investigated different subsets of fishing sites. None of these studies presented a framework for quantifying, documenting, and testing for similarities and differences between study and policy sites.
The second issue is determining which tests of validity are most appropriate. For the most part, the literature has been agnostic about the choice of validity test, but this is an important issue; the use of different test procedures can drive differences in study conclusions. We suggest that testing the equality of benefit function parameters is fundamental because equations allow study-site estimates to be combined with policy-site data to predict a calibrated transfer value. Equality of parameters is indicative that different populations value a common resource similarly, which is a key dimension of the EPA and OMB guidelines. A potential limitation of testing for equality of benefit function parameters is that, in a worst-case scenario of a type I error, the null hypothesis can be rejected if a single pair of parameters is significantly different. The significant difference can be driven by a parameter that describes a variable that has little or no relevance to the transfer value. A related concern is that well-designed studies may tend to have smaller error components, which implies that better designs may be more likely to reject the null hypothesis of no difference in estimated benefit functions but may still possess small transfer errors. One can hedge against these limitations by carefully crafting a test of equality to reflect the relevant subset of parameters and by balancing results from statistical tests with computed transfer errors.
The third issue is that tests of convergent validity are not strongly convincing about whether benefit transfers are valid. Convergent validity establishes only whether study-site estimates and policy-site estimates are equivalent. Both estimates can (and are likely to) include biases. For example, parallel studies conducted at different sites using the same stated-preference survey or same revealed-preference model, which is the common approach and includes common biases at study and policy sites, will reduce transfer errors relative to comparisons that use different designs at study and policy sites (e.g., metaanalyses and preference calibration methods). These biases are induced by study-design choices, and tests of convergent validity cannot identify such endogenous effects. In addition, convergent-validity tests may be compromised by features of models and data that have nothing to do with the validity test but that nevertheless affect value estimates. For example, an attribute may be measured with error at the study site, or the model of utility may be misspecified at the policy site. Thus, convergent-validity tests may spuriously confirm or reject the validity of a benefit transfer.
Finally, some authors have considered alternatives to standard testing for equivalence in convergent-validity studies of benefit transfers. Muthke & Holm-Mueller (2004) introduced the accuracy t-test, and Kristofersson & Navrud (2005) applied the concept of equivalence testing. Neither of these approaches overcomes the fundamental issues with convergent-validity tests. In contrast, Bateman & Jones (2003) introduced a hierarchal modeling framework that allows for clustering of similar study-site data as a rigorous approach to reducing transfer errors when meta-analyses are employed.
MOVING FORWARD
Two key features of benefit transfers are important to consider: (a) better data and (b) transfer functions that account for the inherent uncertainty in predicting policy-site values. Data are crucial because once preference function parameters are estimated, the availability and quality of characteristic data will affect the accuracy of calibrated policy-site value predictions. Troy & Wilson (2006) investigated the use of a geographic information system (GIS) to make resource conditions explicit between study sites and policy sites (see also Eade & Moran 1996) . This data-rich environment provides an opportunity to include quality and demographic characteristics for calibrated transfer predictions that are spatially explicit. This approach will be successful only if original studies are designed to include the level of detail available in GIS databases. This approach is relevant only for natural-resource applications in which the valuation attributes are spatially explicit (e.g., the valuation of wetlands and other types of natural areas) and is not relevant for applications in which this is not the case (e.g., health risks from drinking contaminated municipal tap water). Brouwer (2000) noted that, although some value estimates may be precisely defined in terms of the increment of change (e.g., hedonic-price functions), other studies may not present clearly defined values (e.g., stated-preference studies of nonuse values). Both of these types of studies present challenges to benefit-transfer practitioners. The former, although having a precise definition of the change valued, may not have the change defined correctly or may have defined the change in a manner that is too narrow to transfer. However, if the definition is correct and matches policy-site conditions, this greatly facilitates accomplishing a credible benefit transfer. In the case of poorly defined changes in values, there is little hope for a credible transfer. These limitations apply to all types of function transfers and highlight the need for careful design and documentation of study-site designs.
Enhancing Function Transfers Through Enhanced Data
Benefit transfers can also be enhanced by improving the use of existing data. Moeltner et al. (2007) used Bayesian methods to consider challenges to classical meta-analyses: (a) the trade-off between increasing sample size and a reduced set of regressors common to all studies and (b) the treatment of the original study valuation method in the analysis. This is done in the context of random parameters to allow for heterogeneity and correlation between study-site value estimates. Over four welfare scenario comparisons, the difference between the classical meta-analysis and Bayesian estimates is approximately 8%. Thus, the Bayesian framework provides an approach that explicitly addresses important data issues and that reduces transfer errors. 
A New Approach to Function Transfers: Bounding
Both structural and reduced-form approaches to benefit function transfer are typically used to predict mean or median values for quality changes at the policy site. Confidence intervals on these predictions rely on maintained assumptions about the study-site model. For example, preference function transfers based on random parameter logit models (e.g., Colombo et al. 2007 , Zanderson et al. 2007 ) are conditioned by assumptions about the statistical distributions used to describe variation in unobserved sources of preference heterogeneity (e.g., normal, type I extreme value, etc.). The extent to which these maintained assumptions ultimately drive transfer values is unclear. This is important because the final step in the EPA's benefit transfer guidelines requires practitioners to address uncertainty about transferred values. At present, there is virtually no discussion in the literature of how to quantify uncertainty about the structure of the study-site model.
Recent advances in discrete-choice estimation have provided new ways to measure structural uncertainty. Berry & Pakes (2007) and Bajari & Benkard (2005) developed semiparametric estimators that require a specification for the preference function but that avoid the need for distributional assumptions. Relaxing distributional assumptions means that individual preferences are no longer point identified. Instead, observed choices identify a set of preference parameters for each consumer. Kuminoff (2009) illustrated how these preference sets can be translated into bounds on welfare measures for changes in environmental quality at a study site. The bounds reflect the analyst's uncertainty about the true structure of the study-site model.
The bounding logic from the literature on discrete-choice estimation can be adapted to preference function transfers. The first step of the process is to solve for bounds on the set of values for the preference parameters that are capable of explaining the observed behavior of each individual at the study site. These preference sets are then used to define bounds on the preference function. For example, a bounded version of the indirect utility function in Equation 3 can be expressed as
where
In words,ã ij is the set of preference parameter vectors for which the model predicts that consumer i's utility-maximizing choice, j ¼ j Ã , is the same choice that the consumer was 6 Leon-Gonzalez & Scarpa (2008) investigated Bayesian averaging to identify the set of study sites that best describes policy-site conditions. They found that failure to address this site similarity can have a substantial effect on benefittransfer estimates.
observed making at the study site.
7 Finally, the model in Equation 7a is transferred to the policy site and is used to predict upper and lower bounds on the value that each individual would assign to a change in quality, CV Data transfers based on maxima and minima have been useful in other contexts, such as the weight-load tables used by architects to judge the maximum weight-holding capacity of floors and roofs. In the context of environmental policy, a correspondence transfer could allow policy makers to judge the maximum cost of a potential deterioration in quality at the policy site or the minimum benefit from an improvement. Although Boyle et al. (2009) focus on preference functions, the logic of correspondence transfer is not limited to structural estimation. A similar approach could be developed for reduced-form meta-analysis following Manski (1990).
Concluding Comments
A common theme in the benefit-transfer literature is that function transfers outperform value transfers because transfer values can be calibrated to policy-site conditions. This is a key element in addressing similarity between study-site conditions and policy-site conditions. Any of the existing nonmarket valuation methods can support function transfers (Champ et al. 2003 ). Just like original valuation studies, benefit transfers are hard to do well and require rigorous analysis. The lack of time and funds for the conduct of an original valuation study is no excuse for not conducting a rigorous analysis of the available valuation data. All future function transfers, whether they are practical transfers to support public decision making or studies of the validity of this approach, should explicitly address the above-discussed four S assumptions that underlie all function transfers. These analyses will enhance the policy credibility of transfers and will make investigator assumptions, which are required in every empirical analysis, explicit and transparent.
As noted in the introduction to this paper, Presidential Executive Order 12,866 (1993) requires federal agencies to evaluate changes in public policies on the basis of the best reasonably obtainable scientific, technical, economic, and other information. As the above discussion indicates, benefit transfers are capable of providing estimates for specific changes that are based on economic theory, that have a rigorous analysis to support a scientific estimate, and that have a known error range. However, the tendency toward an average error of approximately 35% must be interpreted with caution. This is a relative average error, not an absolute error, because original study-site values are estimated with error.
The final benefit-transfer challenge comes from how transfer estimates are used in decision making. Let us use an example in which study-site values were estimated using a stated-preference study, which is common in many benefit transfers. Assume that the study-site values are overestimated by 35% (the median error from stated-preference validity studies). If the benefit transfer underestimates a policy-site value by 35%, then the real transfer error is 0% (35% À 35%). In contrast, if the benefit transfer overestimates by 35%, the real transfer error is 70% (35% þ 35%) . From the information presented above, one could assume that the original study error and the transfer error are as likely to be less than 35% than they are to be greater than 35%.
One approach to addressing this uncertainty in the real error associated with benefit transfers may be to consider using a decision framework such as the safe minimum standard proposed by Bishop (1978) , with adjustments on whether the policy goal is to remove a bad (e.g., contamination at a Superfund site) or to attain a good (e.g., the prevention of future global warming effects) and the reversibility of the decision. Another approach is to use a bounding approach (as described above), which estimates lower and upper bounds, rather than a specific point estimate of central tendency. If the transfer bounds are used in estimating benefits, then a lower-bound aggregate benefit that exceeded costs would be strong evidence that the policy was efficient. Or if the transfer bounds were used to estimate costs, an upper-bound aggregate cost that exceeded benefits would be strong evidence that the policy was inefficient. Convergent-validity studies have not and cannot address this real transfer error. Future research on the validity of benefit transfers must address real-transfer-error rates and conditions that lead to over-or underestimates, not just the magnitude of error.
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